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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome!  Thank you for attending the FY21 Nita M. Lowey 21st CCLC Tracking and Monitoring System Training!For those returning to 21st CCLC this year, if you can remember – during last year’s Compliance System Trainings, it was emphasized that this year’s system will come with a number of changes.  This is primarily the reason why we have had internal delays with rolling out the system…but we are in the home stretch of accessing the system so, ahead of that, we wanted to be sure you have the information and tools necessary to navigate this NEW more user-friendly system properly!



Welcome and 
Overview

Charmaine Davis-Bey, M.Ed., EdPsyc
21st CCLC Education Program Specialist

Compliance/Monitoring System Lead
Regional Consultant – Northeast & Southwest Regions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introductions of self and attending regional consultant (if any)Will review in detail how to navigate the NEW ODE Tracking and Monitoring System (formally the ODE Compliance System) and each pertaining survey, via your OH|ID account.Housekeeping items/reminders: please turn off your camera/mute yourself – as this improves bandwidth/keeps the presentation from slowing down or being delayed.  If you have a question, please use the raise your hand feature, where you will be acknowledged.  At that time, feel free to unmute yourself and/or turn on your camera.You may also type in your questions in the chat box, where they will be addressed throughout the training by a member of the 21st CCLC team.To ensure your attendance is captured, please put your name =, if you are program manager and associated grant numbers in the chat (as listed via registration) so a member of the 21st CCLC can note that for our records.  Some of this information was not fully captured in our data, so we want to make sure it’s properly noted.  We will revisit attendance ahead of a brief break (in the middle of the training) and at the end of the training.We have a lot to cover, so, with that, let’s get started!



First Year Implementation Phase

Compliance and Performance 
Assessment (CAPA) Phase

Using the System

Grant Close-Out Phase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In using the system, there are 3 surveys you will have access to, throughout the duration of your 5-year grant cycle: First Year, CAPA and Grant Close-Out.  Today, we will be going through the 1st Year Implementation and CAPA surveys (as we do not have any grant closeouts this year) – so each of you can walk away with the general and specific knowledge of navigating the system and its contents.



Systems Review
OH|ID
OH|ID Portal – Formally SAFE

OEDS
Ohio Educational Directory System

Monitoring
Department’s NEW Tracking and Monitoring System

Grantee/Org: Entity that was awarded the grant
IRN: Information Retrieval Number
Grant #: Assigned by CCIP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get into the system itself, I wanted to review the systems you will need access to – in order to be successful in using the Tracking and Monitoring System.OH|ID – allows users access to various ODE systems, such as CCIP, Tracking/Monitoring and OEDS.  Speaking of…OEDS web application/system – manages roles assignment (for CCIP, Tracking/Monitoring)Monitoring – the Department’s NEW Tracking and Monitoring System, for which you are here to learn more about today!To use the above you must understand these items as well: Grantee Name, IRN, Grant # [assigned after grantee is awarded grant]New to OH|ID?  Please go to ODE’s website > type in OH|ID > click on 1st link – VISIT PAGE LIVE (go to “access information” section)



System Access
Ohio Educational Directory System (OEDS)

The following roles can give role access to the 
ODE Monitoring System: 

• CCIP Authorized Rep/Superintendent

• CCIP Fiscal Rep/Treasurer

OEDS-R Administrator – primary contact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we are going to into more detail regarding System Access for the Ohio Educational Directory System (OEDS-R).The following roles can give access to those who need the Monitoring System: Authorized Representatives, Fiscal Representatives, and OEDS-R Administrators.WALK THROUGH OEDS – to show how to identify who to contact if they need to update/change roles.



In order to access and use the Monitoring 
System, grantee staff must have one of the 
following roles in OEDS:

• CCIP Authorized Rep/Superintendent

• CCIP Fiscal Rep/Treasurer

• Program Manager

Required Roles

Presenter
Presentation Notes




For multiple users, please have your OEDS-R 
Administrator issue the following roles in 
OEDS: 

• Data Entry – Compliance

• Data View – Compliance

Required Roles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data Entry – Compliance – allows for full access to view and upload documentation in the Tracking and Monitoring SystemData View – Compliance – allows VIEW ONLY access in the Tracking and Monitoring System.Please be sure, when you are working with your OEDS-R Administrator, you know the difference between the two roles.Also, for each district or organization that you will need access to (i.e. external evaluators, grantees who partner with other district/CBO’s), you will need to be assigned the proper role( - for each affiliated grant that needs documentation in the Monitoring system.



Program Manager Role
• There can only be ONE program manager 

role in the Monitoring system.

• That does not restrict the number of 
additional role assignments in the system.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please note: you can have only one PM role in OEDS, but it doesn’t restrict other role assignments, such as data entry or data view-compliance. A suggestion I would make is, after today’s training, go through OEDS (for your org/district) and review current roles – to ensure that you have the proper staff in place and with access.As a reminder, it will ALWAYS be the program manager’s responsibility to ensure that your 1st Year and/or CAPA documentation is completed – even if you designate a person to assist.  Please know what they are uploading, as you should be involved in that process!



Programmatic Documentation
First Year Implementation and CAPA programmatic 
documentation must be uploaded no later than 
Dec. 18, 2020.

Contact Charlotte Jones-Ward regarding
First Year Implementation documentation:
charlotte.jones-ward@education.ohio.gov. 

Contact your Regional Consultant regarding CAPA 
documentation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In submitting your 1st Year Implementation Docs, you must have that information uploaded into the ODE Tracking and Monitoring System NO LATER THAN 12/18/2020.  Charlotte Jones-Ward (who is also the NW/SE Region Rep) will be conducting those desk reviews.  As an act of courtesy, please email Charlotte once you have completed your uploads and/or if more time is needed.As well, if you have a CAPA desk review, your documentation is also due in the ODE Tracking and Monitoring System NO LATER THAN 12/18/2020.  Your regional consultant (for NE/SW Region, that is myself, NW/SE – Charlotte and Central – Ludia) will be conducting those reviews. As an act of courtesy, please email your regional consultant once you have completed your uploads and/or if more time is needed.

mailto:charlotte.jones-ward@education.ohio.gov


Fiscal Documentation
All documentation for the Fiscal Component 
(1st Year and/or CAPA) must be uploaded no 
later than Dec. 18, 2020.

Please reach out to Nina Pace with questions 
at Nina.Pace@education.ohio.gov. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those under 1st year Implementation or CAPA (2/4th Year of grant cycle), please work with your designated treasurer to upload your FY21 fiscal documentation.  Please follow the deadline listed!To clarify, once your information is submitted, Charlotte (1st Year) or your regional consultant will contact you with any programmatic questions; Nina will connect with you with any fiscal documentation-related questions.

mailto:nina.pace@education.ohio.gov


Collaborative 
Monitoring Reviews

21st CCLC CAPA Process ONLY
oDirect communication with regional consultant 

throughout process.

Department Collaborative Monitoring Review Process
oThis applies to grantees with multiple compliance 

reviews across the Department.
oInitial communication will come from agency point 

of contact (may not be from 21st CCLC).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While discussing CAPA reviews, I wanted to take a little time to discuss/provide some differentiation in receiving communication about those reviews.  That will come via the Department’s Collaborative (or External) Monitoring Reviews.Grantees with 21st CCLC compliance reviews ONLY – or NON-OVERLAPSWill be directly communicating with regional consultant to determine dates and next steps.We will use the data we received via the 21st CCLC CAPA scheduling surveys, to assist us with finalizing dates for those upcoming virtual on-site reviews.  If you are in the 2nd or 4th year of your grant cycle (or a grantee that did NOT have their on-site visit in FY20, due to COVID), you will receive an email from your regional consultant over the next few weeks.OVERLAPS (Grantees with multiple reviews across ODE – i.e. NSLP, CACFP, Striving Readers)Will receive initial communication from agency point of contact (may not be from 21st CCLC).  For transparency, this year, most of you will receive an email from a 21st CCLC staff person (myself, Charlotte or Ludia).Included the letter’s cc contacts in the SST Director – will be listed on those email communications to 1) be aware of your CAPA desk and on-site review and 2) connection regarding BLT/DLT meetings or supports.	For our LEA’s (districts/ESCs), you should be familiar with this person and be working to be included in those conversations; CBO’s – please connect with your LEA partner to better acclimate yourself with this person and their connection to the continuous improvement process (which is why 21st CCLC involvement is critical)As an FYI: those under the external collaborative monitoring review process - letters are scheduled to go out by November 30th, 2020.  Please work with your superintendent/executive director to respond by the date specified in the letter – using the survey link within the letter to provide your preferred virtual on-site visit dates.  Once the ODE point of contact receives that information, a final schedule will be sent out.  Once the district/organization receives that email with the final schedule, your regional consultant will then follow-up directly with program managers regarding next steps on your CAPA.  This will include aligning those final dates with information received from the CAPA scheduling survey data.



Step 1: Go to https://ohid.ohio.gov to log into 
your OH|ID account.

Entering the Tracking and Monitoring 
System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re going to go through this live in the Monitoring system, but I want to go through and provide a general overview of how to log-in and find your organization/district in the system first.  Please note: the system is currently not accessible for grantees, but will be tentatively available on 11/16.  A blog post will go out – once this happens.Step 1…

https://ohid.ohio.gov/


Entering the Tracking and Monitoring 
System

Step 2. Under My Sites & Applications, find 
and click on the Monitoring application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please note: because the system has yet to be launched, this application is not yet accessible in your OH|ID account.  For your reference, you are being introduced to what it will look like!



Step 3. From the Monitoring Dashboard, 
Select Program

Entering the Tracking and Monitoring 
System



Step 4. Select the District or Organization, then click 
on 21st Century Community Learning Centers

Entering the Tracking and Monitoring 
System



Step 5. Under Basic Search, type in your 
District/Organization name (if not auto populated) 
then click SEARCH
Be sure that the Program Period is in FY2021

Entering the Tracking and Monitoring 
System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year, because this the first year for this new system, you will find that there is only FY2021 to choose from – moving forward, you will need to check that, as more years come and go.



Step 6. Under Search Results, click your 
District/Organization name listed under 
Organization

Entering the Tracking and Monitoring 
System



Step 7. Review the Overview Tab for the following: Survey 
Status, Number of Surveys, Issues (CAPs), Technical 
Assistance (TAs), and Utility Counts (Documents, 
Comments/Communications).  Confirm information here is 
correct.

Entering the Tracking and Monitoring 
System



Selecting a Survey
Step 8. Click on the Questions Tab, and under the 
FY2021 21st CCLC Monitoring Survey area, select 
Add Survey(s) – to select the grant number(s) 
under a 1st Year Implementation or CAPA review.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you get to this step, please be sure to know your grant numbers – and whether they are under either a 1st Year Implementation or CAPA desk review.  



Selecting a Survey
Step 9. Once the grant number(s) have populated, 
select Start Survey, changing the Completion 
Status to Started - to begin reviewing the 
indicators/questions and uploading documentation.



Upload to the Specific Indicator
Step 10. Select the section to address, under 
the LEA column:

Grey Box = 
Work Not Started/Incomplete



Upload to the Specific Indicator
Step 11. Under each indicator/question, select the 
checkbox(es) for each piece of documentation that 
will be uploaded.  
A green box appears then disappears on your 
screen: 

Must check AT LEAST 
one document to upload

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NEW: No longer a SAVE button – your answers/documentation is automatically saved (due to being in the cloud-based environment), as you complete work in the system.



How to Upload 
Step 12. Select the Document button to 
upload to that specific indicator/question.

Once uploaded, documents will be housed 
under Documents – on the left side of the 
screen.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, let’s take a look at how to upload in the new system.Please note: once you “Add Document,” it will populate under the documents tab.  You can upload all of your documents to the docs tab directly, then you can then Import Document (choosing from the list of documents you uploaded) to fulfill that indicator.  It will then populate under that indicator as an attachment.  



How to Upload
Step 13. Once the Document 
button is selected, click on 
Add Documents, to start 
uploading.

Next, select the appropriate 
document type from drop 
down menu.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once documents are added the 1st time, you can also add those documents to fulfill other indicators/questions by selecting the IMPORT DOCUMENTS button.  We will review that once we walk through the system.



How to Upload
Then, “Drag and Drop” 
documents from your 
computer.

Once items are 
uploaded for an 
indicator, then select the  
Close Add Documents 
button.  



How to Upload
The uploaded document is now listed under the 
indicator/question in NUMBER ONLY – click on the 
document see all documents for that indicator.

Please Note: If the number above does not change 
over immediately (due to system delays), please 
toggle between SECTIONS – returning to the 
original indictor, where the number should change.



How to Provide Comments
Step 14. Select the Comments button to 
provide explanation about any uploaded 
document(s) (as needed).

Once comments are provided, they will be 
housed under Comments – on the left side 
of the screen.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consultants appreciate reminders about Excel tabs, previous History Log notes indicating program changes, and why the grantee believes an indicator is not applicable.



How to Provide Comments
Once the Comments button 
is selected, click on Add New 
Subject, to begin the 
comment.

Add a title, then provide any 
pertinent information related 
to the uploaded document(s).  
Once complete, press Add 
New Subject. 



How to Provide Comments
To review any replies from 
your 21st CCLC Regional 
Consultant, press the green 
replies button.

From there, comments from 
the grantee and regional 
consultant can be viewed.



Upload to the Specific Indicator

Step 15. After uploading pertinent documentation, a 
green checkmark will appear – indicating that the 
question has been addressed. 



Upload to the Specific Indicator
Step 16. After uploading pertinent documentation, refer to 
two places: 
First, under Questions –ensure all indicators/questions 

have been answered.
Second, under Sections – ensure that the LEA column is 

completed.

GOAL = All questions in a section 
are marked green and check marked

GOAL = All questions in a section 
are marked green and check marked

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal is to have all green boxes. This does not mean that the sections are compliant. It only means that all questions have been answered.If you have a yellow box (which indicates technical assistance has been offered) or a red box (which indicates an indicator is non-compliant), further action is needed – per your regional consultant.  Again, we will explore that once we enter the system.



Step 17.  Once your sections are green (in the 
LEA column), change your Completion Status to 
Submitted then click the SAVE button/icon.

This will allow your 21st CCLC Regional 
Consultant to begin their desk review.

Survey Completion
#2#1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For all surveys, if you wish to download a copy of your surveys – to refer to for reference OR to document your surveys as completed - please click on the 3 dots (by the grant number)…



Survey Questions - Sections

Fiscal Component for First Year Grant – 1 section, 1 
question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In using this NEW monitoring system, how you view the questions is a bit different.  Over the next few slides, we will take a look at the section and number of questions you will have – under each 



1st Year Implementation Review – 1 section, 8 
questions

Survey Questions - Sections



Fiscal Component for Continuing Grant – 1 section, 4 
questions

Survey Questions - Sections



CAPA Monitoring Review (LEA) – 1 section, 6 
subsections, 34 questions

Please click the Next button – to move through each 
subsection (i.e. Program Administration, Programming)

Survey Questions - Sections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please note: The CAPA Monitoring Review (ODE) Section is for your regional consultant only – but should still be able to view questions that will be addressed during your pre-site and on-site visit cpmponent.



For all surveys, please note which questions are 
Required or Recommended – by the icon listed by the 
indictor/question.

Survey Questions - Sections



For all surveys, once your desk and/or virtual on-site 
review is completed: if you wish to download a copy of 
your surveys – please click on the 3 dots to populate 
the Download PDF icon.

Click that to download the surveys you have access to.

Survey Questions – Final Responses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For all surveys, if you wish to download a copy of your surveys – to refer to for reference OR to document your surveys as completed - please click on the 3 dots (by the grant number)…



LET’S GO INTO THE SYSTEM!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any questions?  Also, 21st CCLC team  - can you confirm who has not checked in for attendance?  If you haven’t already, please add your name into the chat. We going to take a brief 5 minute break – to stretch, run to the restroom…Review contacts tab (pulled from OEDS) – make sure its updatedReview how to download PDFPRE-SITE DOCUMENTATION REVIEW and ON-SITE VISIT sections – For this year, with our on-sites being virtual this year, all documents will need to be accessible to share on-screen (not uploaded to the Monitoring System OR emailed to your regional consultant).  This includes: background checks for all current staff, roster matrix, and complete inventory lists.  Please prepare this ahead of time – as to not have your consultant wait to review this information, as part of your CAPA review.Please review the checklist and monitoring system surveys that were posted on the blog last week - to assist you with organizing your documentation AHEAD of the system opening up later on this month.



LESS IS MORE!

Carefully review documentation to ensure 
that it answers the indicator.

Do not upload hundreds of pages that do 
not support the indicator.

Compliance Documentation Tips

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are happy to see your programs are successful, but Compliance is NOT a time to show out…PLEASE give us what we need, nothing more.  The goal is to streamline the process as much as possible – for an efficient desk review for you, the grantee and the regional consultant.



Read the indicator carefully.

Documentation should be grant specific.

Before uploading your documents, please label 
them to reflect with indicator it is addressing
i.e. Grant # 11111 - Programming Q1 –

Completed Student Survey

Compliance Documentation Tips

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grant specific – if you have multiple grants, you should be uploading specific docs for each grant, unless they are exact in what each grant provides.  This includes: lesson plans, program schedules, etc.  It should reflect the uniqueness of that grant AND what was approved in your new application or continuing plan, as well as the recently issued FY21 Fall Restart Program Plan.To assist you and your consultant, please properly label your document to reflect what indicator it is addressing (i.e. PA #1 – Volunteer Roster).  If you have multiple grants, please start with the grant # first.



Compliance Documentation Tips
Consider uploading well before the 

deadline.
The more time that your consultant has, the 
more time there is to correct insufficient 
documentation before the on-site.

Consultant will contact you if there is missing 
documentation/not completed on-time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer to the previous slides and add these dates to your calendars – if you are up for a First Year and/or CAPA review this year.



Compliance Documentation 
Updates

• All 2nd/4th year CAPA review documentation should 
reflect the 2019-2020 school year/Fiscal Year 2020.  
There is one exception:

• District Safety Plan (needed for the current year –
2020-2021)

• Grantees are no longer required to provide 
documentation for ODE mandatory trainings.

• If information is needed from the Compliance System, 
you will still have access.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are capturing that information via attendance data from survey monkey registration.



• No personal student data should NOT be 
uploaded, as part of your monitoring survey 
documentation.

• Program licensing is only required for 1st Year 
Implementation Phase ONLY.

• Program MUST submit a Sustainability Plan 
and Progress Reports.

Compliance Documentation  
Reminders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The sustainability plan should be complete (through the end of the 2019-2020 SY) before uploading it into the system.  It should not be an outline or template – it needs to reflect efforts to sustain the program through and beyond the grant cycle.



“Technically Speaking”
Ensure that scanned documents have 
uploaded appropriately and are not blank.

Ensure that documents are in a 
recognized format.

Grantees cannot delete once added. 
Email consultant to delete documents. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ensure that scanned documents have uploaded appropriately and are not blank.Ensure that documents are in a recognized format: doc, .docx, .gif, .jpg, .jpeg, .mht, .pdf, .txt, .xls , .xlsx, .xlsm, .xlsb, .png, .zipGrantees cannot delete once added.  If you need a document deleted, e-mail your consultant.



“Technically Speaking”

There are no saved/refresh buttons, 
due to the NEW cloud-based 
environment.

To ensure the proper roles 
have been assigned for 
application/system access, 
please click on the Contacts 
icon then the SAFE/OEDS 
tab.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because this is a cloud-based environment, all responses/uploads are done automatically – there is no saved/refresh buttons.



Non-Compliance

Compliance Status

Technical Assistance

Corrective Action Plans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In discussing using the system, best case scenario (which I claim you all experience): all documentation is appropriate and you are compliant.  On the flip side, there could be some issues – for which your consultant will provide additional feedback/support via the following areas:



Technical Assistance
Technical Assistance on an indicator means 
the issue does not rise to the level of a 
finding.

Correction is expected to be implemented 
and maintained.

Failure to implement a technical assistance 
correction could result in a finding or CAP.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With a TA – this is your regional consultant either requiring additional information/proper implementation or something was noted/corrected during your on-site visit that allowed for your consultant to note as an area of improvement.We should see this correction throughout the duration of your grant cycle – specifically on visits during your 2nd and 4th year (CAPA)



Technical Assistance
Click on the Technical Assistance tab on the 
grantee home screen.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To access a TA received for a specific indicator, click…From there, you will view details issued by your regional consultant – that will require you to take action on, to improve either an element of your program or to correct documentation that was submitted.



Technical Assistance
Consultant creates Technical Assistance.

“Offered to” box names the grantee staff 
member to whom the TA was explained.

It is expected that the concern is addressed 
and corrected going forward.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of this process, the regional consultant creates a Technical Assistance – once it is marked on the question/indicator.The “Offered To” box names the grantee staff member to whom the TA was explainedIt is expected that the concern is addressed and corrected going forward.



Non-Compliance
Non-compliance is a severe issue that must be 
corrected through a Corrective Action Plan.

There must be correction through a significant 
program change, process change or 
reimbursement.

Corrective Action Plans are submitted into the 
Tracking and Monitoring system.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you receive a CAP, this is addressing an issue that consultants have worked with the grantee to correct, and they failed to do so in a timely manner.This will lead to correction happening via significant program change (i.e. application/schedule revision), process change or reimbursement.



Corrective Action Plans (CAPS)
Consultant marks the pertinent 
question/indicator non-compliant.

Grantee reviews the non-compliant 
indicators under the Issues/AP tab on the 
home screen.

Click on the details button for each non-
compliant indicator to see the working tabs.



Corrective Action Plans
Overview Tab

All corrective action work is done from this 
section and ties to the unique area(s) of 
non-compliance. 



Issue/Condition Tab
This tab describes the non-compliant 
indicator as written in 1st Year Implementation 
or CAPA survey and the consultant explains 
why the indicator is out of compliance.



Recommendation Tab
The consultant explains why the indicator is 
non-compliant under this tab and what must 
be done to show compliance.



Evidence Tab

The grantee uploads the documentation that 
supports the CAP. 

Note the familiar upload icons.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide changed a bit from the version you are referring to…as the screen shot was from the old system.  The FINAL slides will reflect this change.



System Notifications
Authorized Representative will receive 
system email notices when the 
Issue/Condition is created.

Authorized Representative will receive 
system email notices when the CAP is 
approved and the non-compliance is 
resolved.



Resources

21st CCLC Blog -
21stcenturylearningcenters.wordpress.com/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As always, I want to remind you to follow the 21st CCLC blog – if you are not already.  You will receive any program updates via blog posts, and can refer to the Program Resources tab for training information – including information from this training.Please note: the FINAL Tracking and Monitoring System presentation slides, as well as a recording of this training, will be added to the 21st CCLC blog by Monday, November 16th.  The recording will be done during Friday’s makeup training.

https://21stcenturylearningcenters.wordpress.com/


Let’s stay connected!

If there are any questions regarding the 
ODE Tracking and Monitoring System, please contact:

Charmaine Davis-Bey  
charmaine.davis@education.ohio.gov

614-387-0460

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And finally…LET’S STAY CONNECTED!

mailto:charmaine.davis@education.ohio.gov


Let’s stay connected!

If there are any questions 
regarding CAPA 
requirements or general 
21st CCLC questions, 
please contact your 
regional consultant, per the 
Technical Assistance Map.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And finally…LET’S STAY CONNECTED!



Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any other questions?  21st CCLC team member – is there anyone else that needs to check in at attended, before we end today’s training?



@OHEducation



Share your learning 
community with us!
#MyOhioClassroom

Celebrate educators!
#OhioLovesTeachers
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